**Good Vibes Necklace**

Lay your clear shrink sheet over the heart. Color in the heart shape using a bright permanent marker. Do this nine times. Allow the ink to dry.

Next, lay the sheet back over the heart shape and trace each heart with a black permanent marker. Allow the ink to dry.

Lay each colored heart over an individual letter and trace/fill in the letter into the center of it using a black permanent marker.

**NOTE ABOUT WHERE HOLE WILL BE PUNCHED**

We have added a dot approximately where the holes should go. It might depend on the size of your chain as to how far inside the border the hole is placed. **Please do a TEST PUNCH on a spare heart you cut out before punching all of them.** It’s a good idea to shrink the practice heart by itself to test out how it will fit on the chain.

Once you know the exact placement, use one of the hearts as a template by laying it over the others and placing a dot in the two holes. That way each one will be exact.